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PEGASUS
A new addition to the Scabal travel collections alongside Fit, Dynamic & Turbo 
Travel. Pegasus is a practical suiting collection designed for the colder months. 
Colours are the selection of blues and greys you would expect for suiting but the 
290gm weight adds the robustness required for a suit that needs to withstand the 
challenges of winter. Comfort is also a key element with added stretch and the 
finest yarns woven to create a very soft finish.

DALI RED / SUIT

Suit

PEGASUS
501583
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SAPPHIRE
A new introduction from Scabal the Sapphire collection 
is a wool f lannel in Super 150’s wool with a natural 
stretch that has been achieved solely through the weaving 
process. The cloth has a superior softness and you will 
notice that it has a semi milled finish which gives the 
colour a muted effect.

This concise collection of 29 articles designs are intricate 
and subtle and features gentle checks elegant herringbones 
and an essential selection of plains. This is a grown-up 
choice of suiting fabrics for the gentleman looking for soft 
luxury in a practical winter weight of 290gm.

FL ANNEL & SA XONY
For centuries, f lannel has been used to make clansmen’s 
kilts, and no wonder. Warm, comfortable and durable 
in the face of harsh Highlands weather, it’s the perfect 
choice. This Super 130’s worsted wool collection is 
available in weights from 290gm up to 360gm which 
is guaranteed to keep out the worst the winter weather 
can offer.

The collection opens with a colourful selection of Saxony 
designs that feel fresh and modern and leads into more 
traditional designs such as pin stripes, soft checks and 
glenchecks. The selection of plains is complete and 
features multiple shades of the essential choices, blues, 
greys browns alongside a wide selection of fashionable 
hues, camels, petrol blues, greens and in a selection of 
weights to make this collection as adaptable as possible.

Suit

SAPPHIRE
754394

Suit

FLANNEL 
& SAXONY
705856

DALI RED / SUITS
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HYBRID
The Hybrid concept continues to evolve this season. Each design is presented in pairs with the first a fancy design and 
its partner sharing the same colour base and a complementary look. Create a suit from either fabric or a combination 
Jacket and Trouser to create a more adaptable look. For the perfect capsule select 2 suits and then mix and match them 
with each other and other accessories to create endless different outfits.

Trouser

HYBRID
754382

Jacket

HYBRID
754381

DALI RED / JACKET
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FL ANNEL & SA XONY
For centuries, f lannel has been used to make clansmen’s 
kilts, and no wonder. Warm, comfortable and durable 
in the face of harsh Highlands weather, it’s the perfect 
choice. This Super 130’s worsted wool collection is 
available in weights from 290gm up to 360gm which 
is guaranteed to keep out the worst the winter weather 
can offer.

The collection opens with a colourful selection of Saxony 
designs that feel fresh and modern and leads into more 
traditional designs such as pin stripes, soft checks and 
glenchecks. The selection of plains is complete and 
features multiple shades of the essential choices, blues, 
greys browns alongside a wide selection of fashionable 
hues, camels, petrol blues, greens and in a selection of 
weights to make this collection as adaptable as possible.

ESCAPE
The Escape collection combines colour and fancy designs 
with a soft mix of wool and cashmere to create a wide 
selection of jacket fabrics intended to stand out on cold 
grey days.

Checks, glenchecks, overchecks and window pane designs, 
in a rainbow of colours all feature. Ground colours in 
camels, blues, browns and greys are combined with the 
stand-out contrasts of royal blue, mustard, red and green. 
The result is a sophisticated collection that can be the 
base of contemporary or classic jackets depending on the 
personal taste of the wearer.

Casual Trouser

FLANNEL 
& SAXONY
705895

Jacket

ESCAPE
802922

DALI RED / JACKET
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Casual Trouser

CASHMERE 
CORD
501454

Outerwear
Overshirt

BLISS
853075

Jacket

ESCAPE
802913

DALI RED / JACKET & OUTERWEAR

ESCAPE
The Escape collection combines colour and fancy designs with a soft mix of wool and cashmere to create a wide 
selection of jacket fabrics intended to stand out on cold grey days.

Checks, glenchecks, overchecks and window pane designs, in a rainbow of colours all feature. Ground colours in 
camels, blues, browns and greys are combined with the stand-out contrasts of royal blue, mustard, red and green. The 
result is a sophisticated collection that can be the base of contemporary or classic jackets depending on the personal 
taste of the wearer.
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SAVILE ROW
This year marks Scabal’s 50th anniversary on Savile Row, London. To celebrate we have created a collection featuring 
50 articles all with a distinctly British Feel. The design team have gone back over the past 50 years in the Scabal fabric 
archives to gather ideas and elements from cloths that were launched in each of the past 5 decades, using these as the 
inspiration for this new collection.

Made in England at the Scabal Mill this 100% wool is woven with a traditional 2ply yarn to create a 320gm cloth that 
will be as easy to wear as it is to tailor. The range of designs covers all the pillars of a tailoring atelier, striking checks, 
subtle herringbones a variety of pinstripes, shadow weaves and a large choice of semi-fancy designs and plains. Blues 
and greys dominate the colours with a wide choice of shades available alongside some classic black designs.

Suit

SAVILE ROW 
705828

DALI GREEN / SUIT
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FL ANNEL & SA XONY
For centuries, f lannel has been used to make clansmen’s 
kilts, and no wonder. Warm, comfortable and durable 
in the face of harsh Highlands weather, it’s the perfect 
choice. This Super 130’s worsted wool collection is 
available in weights from 290gm up to 360gm which 
is guaranteed to keep out the worst the winter weather 
can offer.

The collection opens with a colourful selection of Saxony 
designs that feel fresh and modern and leads into more 
traditional designs such as pin stripes, soft checks and 
glenchecks. The selection of plains is complete and 
features multiple shades of the essential choices, blues, 
greys browns alongside a wide selection of fashionable 
hues, camels, petrol blues, greens and in a selection of 
weights to make this collection as adaptable as possible.

ESCAPE
The Escape collection combines colour and fancy designs 
with a soft mix of wool and cashmere to create a wide 
selection of jacket fabrics intended to stand out on cold 
grey days.

Checks, glenchecks, overchecks and window pane designs, 
in a rainbow of colours all feature. Ground colours in 
camels, blues, browns and greys are combined with the 
stand-out contrasts of royal blue, mustard, red and green. 
The result is a sophisticated collection that can be the 
base of contemporary or classic jackets depending on the 
personal taste of the wearer.

Casual Trouser

FLANNEL 
& SAXONY
705901

Jacket

ESCAPE
802914

DALI GREEN / JACKET
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FL ANNEL & SA XONY
For centuries, f lannel has been used to make clansmen’s 
kilts, and no wonder. Warm, comfortable and durable 
in the face of harsh Highlands weather, it’s the perfect 
choice. This Super 130’s worsted wool collection is 
available in weights from 290gm up to 360gm which 
is guaranteed to keep out the worst the winter weather 
can offer.

The collection opens with a colourful selection of Saxony 
designs that feel fresh and modern and leads into more 
traditional designs such as pin stripes, soft checks and 
glenchecks. The selection of plains is complete and 
features multiple shades of the essential choices, blues, 
greys browns alongside a wide selection of fashionable 
hues, camels, petrol blues, greens and in a selection of 
weights to make this collection as adaptable as possible.

ESCAPE
The Escape collection combines colour and fancy designs 
with a soft mix of wool and cashmere to create a wide 
selection of jacket fabrics intended to stand out on cold 
grey days.

Checks, glenchecks, overchecks and window pane designs, 
in a rainbow of colours all feature. Ground colours in 
camels, blues, browns and greys are combined with the 
stand-out contrasts of royal blue, mustard, red and green. 
The result is a sophisticated collection that can be the 
base of contemporary or classic jackets depending on the 
personal taste of the wearer.

Casual Trouser

FLANNEL 
& SAXONY
705901

Jacket

ESCAPE
802923

DALI GREEN / JACKET
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CORDUROY
A constant favourite, due to its classic look and 
comfortable wear, Scabal’s CORDUROY collection 
returns rejuvenated this Autumn/Winter season. With 
more than 25 articles in two distinct compositions, it is 
perfect for ever-dependable trousers, jackets and suits.

The first part of this collection consists of 360gm with 
added stretch. Available in a range of sporty and classic 
shades that make it the perfect choice for an active 
city lifestyle.

The second composition is a heavier pure cotton of 380g, 
making it perfect for even the coldest day. This sturdy 
cloth is depicted in a host of more adventurous shades 
but also subtle blues, blacks and greens for the more 
understated tastes.

ESCAPE
The Escape collection combines colour and fancy designs 
with a soft mix of wool and cashmere to create a wide 
selection of jacket fabrics intended to stand out on cold 
grey days.

Checks, glenchecks, overchecks and window pane designs, 
in a rainbow of colours all feature. Ground colours in 
camels, blues, browns and greys are combined with the 
stand-out contrasts of royal blue, mustard, red and green. 
The result is a sophisticated collection that can be the 
base of contemporary or classic jackets depending on the 
personal taste of the wearer.

Trouser

CORDUROY
501661

Jacket

ESCAPE
802915

DALI GREEN / JACKET
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SAVILE ROW
This year marks Scabal’s 50th anniversary on Savile Row, London. To celebrate we have created a collection featuring 
50 articles all with a distinctly British Feel. The design team have gone back over the past 50 years in the Scabal fabric 
archives to gather ideas and elements from cloths that were launched in each of the past 5 decades, using these as the 
inspiration for this new collection.

Made in England at the Scabal Mill this 100% wool is woven with a traditional 2ply yarn to create a 320gm cloth that 
will be as easy to wear as it is to tailor. The range of designs covers all the pillars of a tailoring atelier, striking checks, 
subtle herringbones a variety of pinstripes, shadow weaves and a large choice of semi-fancy designs and plains. Blues 
and greys dominate the colours with a wide choice of shades available alongside some classic black designs.

Suit

SAVILE ROW
705832

DALI BLUE / SUIT
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FL ANNEL & SA XONY
For centuries, f lannel has been used to make clansmen’s kilts, and no wonder. Warm, comfortable and durable in the 
face of harsh Highlands weather, it’s the perfect choice. This Super 130’s worsted wool collection is available in weights 
from 290gm up to 360gm which is guaranteed to keep out the worst the winter weather can offer.

The collection opens with a colourful selection of Saxony designs that feel fresh and modern and leads into more 
traditional designs such as pin stripes, soft checks and glenchecks. The selection of plains is complete and features 
multiple shades of the essential choices, blues, greys browns alongside a wide selection of fashionable hues, camels, 
petrol blues, greens and in a selection of weights to make this collection as adaptable as possible.

Suit

FLANNEL 
& SAXONY
705857

DALI BLUE / SUIT
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ESCAPE
The Escape collection combines colour and fancy designs with a soft mix of wool and cashmere to create a wide 
selection of jacket fabrics intended to stand out on cold grey days.

Checks, glenchecks, overchecks and window pane designs, in a rainbow of colours all feature. Ground colours in 
camels, blues, browns and greys are combined with the stand-out contrasts of royal blue, mustard, red and green. The 
result is a sophisticated collection that can be the base of contemporary or classic jackets depending on the personal 
taste of the wearer.

Suit

ESCAPE
802925

DALI BLUE / JACKET
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ESCAPE
The Escape collection combines colour and fancy designs with a soft mix of wool and cashmere to create a wide 
selection of jacket fabrics intended to stand out on cold grey days.

Checks, glenchecks, overchecks and window pane designs, in a rainbow of colours all feature. Ground colours 
in camels, blues, browns and greys are combined with the stand-out contrasts of royal blue, mustard, red and green. 
The result is a sophisticated collection that can be the base of contemporary or classic jackets depending on the 
personal taste of the wearer.

Casual Trouser

AMALFI
853111

Jacket

ESCAPE
802927

Trouser

CASHMERE 
CORD & CASH 
COTTON
501457

Jacket

ESCAPE
802906

DALI BLUE / JACKETS
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Outerwear
Overshirt

FLANNEL 
& SAXONY
705879

Trousers

FLANNEL 
& SAXONY
705892

Jacket

ESCAPE
802930

DALI BLUE / JACKET & OUTERWEAR

FL ANNEL & SA XONY
For centuries, f lannel has been used to make clansmen’s 
kilts, and no wonder. Warm, comfortable and durable 
in the face of harsh Highlands weather, it’s the perfect 
choice. This Super 130’s worsted wool collection is 
available in weights from 290gm up to 360gm which 
is guaranteed to keep out the worst the winter weather 
can offer.

The collection opens with a colourful selection of Saxony 
designs that feel fresh and modern and leads into more 
traditional designs such as pin stripes, soft checks and 
glenchecks. The selection of plains is complete and 
features multiple shades of the essential choices, blues, 
greys browns alongside a wide selection of fashionable 
hues, camels, petrol blues, greens and in a selection of 
weights to make this collection as adaptable as possible.

ESCAPE
The Escape collection combines colour and fancy designs 
with a soft mix of wool and cashmere to create a wide 
selection of jacket fabrics intended to stand out on cold 
grey days.

Checks, glenchecks, overchecks and window pane designs, 
in a rainbow of colours all feature. Ground colours in 
camels, blues, browns and greys are combined with the 
stand-out contrasts of royal blue, mustard, red and green. 
The result is a sophisticated collection that can be the 
base of contemporary or classic jackets depending on the 
personal taste of the wearer.
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HYBRID
The Hybrid concept continues to evolve this season. Each design is presented in pairs with the first a fancy design and 
its partner sharing the same colour base and a complementary look. Create a suit from either fabric or a combination 
Jacket and Trouser to create a more adaptable look. For the perfect capsule select 2 suits and then mix and match them 
with each other and other accessories to create endless different outfits.

Trouser

HYBRID
754380

DALI BLUE / OUTERWEAR

Outerwear

HYBRID
754379
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SAVILE ROW
This year marks Scabal’s 50th anniversary on Savile Row, London. To celebrate we have created a collection featuring 
50 articles all with a distinctly British Feel. The design team have gone back over the past 50 years in the Scabal fabric 
archives to gather ideas and elements from cloths that were launched in each of the past 5 decades, using these as the 
inspiration for this new collection.

Made in England at the Scabal Mill this 100% wool is woven with a traditional 2ply yarn to create a 320gm cloth that 
will be as easy to wear as it is to tailor. The range of designs covers all the pillars of a tailoring atelier, striking checks, 
subtle herringbones a variety of pinstripes, shadow weaves and a large choice of semi-fancy designs and plains. Blues 
and greys dominate the colours with a wide choice of shades available alongside some classic black designs.

Suit

SAVILE ROW
705808

SAVILE ROW / SUIT
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SAVILE ROW
This year marks Scabal’s 50th anniversary on Savile Row, London. To celebrate we have created a collection featuring 
50 articles all with a distinctly British Feel. The design team have gone back over the past 50 years in the Scabal fabric 
archives to gather ideas and elements from cloths that were launched in each of the past 5 decades, using these as the 
inspiration for this new collection.

Made in England at the Scabal Mill this 100% wool is woven with a traditional 2ply yarn to create a 320gm cloth that 
will be as easy to wear as it is to tailor. The range of designs covers all the pillars of a tailoring atelier, striking checks, 
subtle herringbones a variety of pinstripes, shadow weaves and a large choice of semi-fancy designs and plains. Blues 
and greys dominate the colours with a wide choice of shades available alongside some classic black designs.

Suit

SAVILE ROW
705839

SAVILE ROW / SUIT
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SAVILE ROW
This year marks Scabal’s 50th anniversary on Savile Row, London. To celebrate we have created a collection featuring 
50 articles all with a distinctly British Feel. The design team have gone back over the past 50 years in the Scabal fabric 
archives to gather ideas and elements from cloths that were launched in each of the past 5 decades, using these as the 
inspiration for this new collection.

Made in England at the Scabal Mill this 100% wool is woven with a traditional 2ply yarn to create a 320gm cloth that 
will be as easy to wear as it is to tailor. The range of designs covers all the pillars of a tailoring atelier, striking checks, 
subtle herringbones a variety of pinstripes, shadow weaves and a large choice of semi-fancy designs and plains. Blues 
and greys dominate the colours with a wide choice of shades available alongside some classic black designs.

Suit

SAVILE ROW
705804

SAVILE ROW / SUIT
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SAVILE ROW
This year marks Scabal’s 50th anniversary on Savile Row, London. To celebrate we have created a collection featuring 
50 articles all with a distinctly British Feel. The design team have gone back over the past 50 years in the Scabal fabric 
archives to gather ideas and elements from cloths that were launched in each of the past 5 decades, using these as the 
inspiration for this new collection.

Made in England at the Scabal Mill this 100% wool is woven with a traditional 2ply yarn to create a 320gm cloth that 
will be as easy to wear as it is to tailor. The range of designs covers all the pillars of a tailoring atelier, striking checks, 
subtle herringbones a variety of pinstripes, shadow weaves and a large choice of semi-fancy designs and plains. Blues 
and greys dominate the colours with a wide choice of shades available alongside some classic black designs.

Suit

SAVILE ROW
705825

SAVILE ROW / SUIT
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CORDUROY
A constant favourite, due to its classic look and comfortable wear, Scabal’s CORDUROY collection returns 
rejuvenated this Autumn/Winter season. With more than 25 articles in two distinct compositions, it is perfect for ever-
dependable trousers, jackets and suits.

The first part of this collection consists of 360gm with added stretch. Available in a range of sporty and classic shades 
that make it the perfect choice for an active city lifestyle.

The second composition is a heavier pure cotton of 380g, making it perfect for even the coldest day. This sturdy cloth 
is depicted in a host of more adventurous shades but also subtle blues, blacks and greens for the more understated tastes.

Suit

CORDUROY
501660

SAVILE ROW / SUIT
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CORDUROY
A constant favourite, due to its classic look and comfortable wear, Scabal’s CORDUROY collection returns 
rejuvenated this Autumn/Winter season. With more than 25 articles in two distinct compositions, it is perfect for ever-
dependable trousers, jackets and suits.

The first part of this collection consists of 360gm with added stretch. Available in a range of sporty and classic shades 
that make it the perfect choice for an active city lifestyle.

The second composition is a heavier pure cotton of 380g, making it perfect for even the coldest day. This sturdy cloth 
is depicted in a host of more adventurous shades but also subtle blues, blacks and greens for the more understated tastes.

Suit

CORDUROY
501672

SAVILE ROW / SUIT
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CORDUROY
A constant favourite, due to its classic look and comfortable wear, Scabal’s CORDUROY collection returns 
rejuvenated this Autumn/Winter season. With more than 25 articles in two distinct compositions, it is perfect for ever-
dependable trousers, jackets and suits.

The first part of this collection consists of 360gm with added stretch. Available in a range of sporty and classic shades 
that make it the perfect choice for an active city lifestyle.

The second composition is a heavier pure cotton of 380g, making it perfect for even the coldest day. This sturdy cloth 
is depicted in a host of more adventurous shades but also subtle blues, blacks and greens for the more understated tastes.

Suit

CORDUROY
501654

SAVILE ROW / SUIT
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Overcoat

ZEUS
852795

SAVILE ROW / OVERCOAT

ZEUS
This is a comprehensive collection of overcoat fabrics. Wools, cashmere and a combination of both are featured 
throughout in weights ref lecting the needs to the winter season. Bold patterns and modern designs with a dash 
of sportswear complement the plain colours which are enhanced by a subtle rippled effect on some of the 100% 
cashmere options.
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FL ANNEL & SA XONY
For centuries, f lannel has been used to make clansmen’s kilts, and no wonder. Warm, comfortable and durable in the 
face of harsh Highlands weather, it’s the perfect choice. This Super 130’s worsted wool collection is available in weights 
from 290gm up to 360gm which is guaranteed to keep out the worst the winter weather can offer.

The collection opens with a colourful selection of Saxony designs that feel fresh and modern and leads into more 
traditional designs such as pin stripes, soft checks and glenchecks. The selection of plains is complete and features 
multiple shades of the essential choices, blues, greys browns alongside a wide selection of fashionable hues, camels, 
petrol blues, greens and in a selection of weights to make this collection as adaptable as possible.

Jacket

Trouser

FLANNEL 
& SAXONY
705865

NATURAL / SUIT
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FL ANNEL & SA XONY
For centuries, f lannel has been used to make clansmen’s kilts, and no wonder. Warm, comfortable and durable in the 
face of harsh Highlands weather, it’s the perfect choice. This Super 130’s worsted wool collection is available in weights 
from 290gm up to 360gm which is guaranteed to keep out the worst the winter weather can offer.

The collection opens with a colourful selection of Saxony designs that feel fresh and modern and leads into more 
traditional designs such as pin stripes, soft checks and glenchecks. The selection of plains is complete and features 
multiple shades of the essential choices, blues, greys browns alongside a wide selection of fashionable hues, camels, 
petrol blues, greens and in a selection of weights to make this collection as adaptable as possible.

Jacket

Casual Trouser

FLANNEL 
& SAXONY
705864

NATURAL / SUIT
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Trouser

HYBRID
754376

ESCAPE
The Escape collection combines colour and fancy designs 
with a soft mix of wool and cashmere to create a wide 
selection of jacket fabrics intended to stand out on cold 
grey days.

Checks, glenchecks, overchecks and window pane designs, 
in a rainbow of colours all feature. Ground colours in 
camels, blues, browns and greys are combined with the 
stand-out contrasts of royal blue, mustard, red and green. 
The result is a sophisticated collection that can be the 
base of contemporary or classic jackets depending on the 
personal taste of the wearer.

Casual Trouser

FLANNEL 
& SAXONY
705897

Jacket

ESCAPE
802905

HYBRID
The Hybrid concept continues to evolve this season. 
Each design is presented in pairs with the first a fancy 
design and its partner sharing the same colour base and 
a complementary look. Create a suit from either fabric 
or a combination Jacket and Trouser to create a more 
adaptable look. For the perfect capsule select 2 suits and 
then mix and match them with each other and other 
accessories to create endless different outfits.

Jacket

HYBRID
754375

NATURAL / JACKETS
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FL ANNEL & SA XONY
For centuries, f lannel has been used to make clansmen’s kilts, 
and no wonder. Warm, comfortable and durable in the face 
of harsh Highlands weather, it’s the perfect choice. This Super 
130’s worsted wool collection is available in weights from 
290gm up to 360gm which is guaranteed to keep out the 
worst the winter weather can offer.

The collection opens with a colourful selection of Saxony designs 
that feel fresh and modern and leads into more traditional 
designs such as pin stripes, soft checks and glenchecks. The 
selection of plains is complete and features multiple shades of the 
essential choices, blues, greys browns alongside a wide selection 
of fashionable hues, camels, petrol blues, greens and in a selection 
of weights to make this collection as adaptable as possible.

Casual Trouser

FLANNEL 
& SAXONY
705884

Jacket

FLANNEL 
& SAXONY
705852

ESCAPE
The Escape collection combines colour and fancy designs 
with a soft mix of wool and cashmere to create a wide 
selection of jacket fabrics intended to stand out on cold 
grey days.

Checks, glenchecks, overchecks and window pane designs, 
in a rainbow of colours all feature. Ground colours in 
camels, blues, browns and greys are combined with the 
stand-out contrasts of royal blue, mustard, red and green. 
The result is a sophisticated collection that can be the 
base of contemporary or classic jackets depending on the 
personal taste of the wearer.

Casual Trouser

FLANNEL 
& SAXONY
705884

Jacket

ESCAPE
802931

NATURAL / JACKETS
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Casual Trouser

FLANNEL 
& SAXONY 
705888

PLYMOUTH 1
New this season, the Plymouth is an unlined overshirt. 
Designed as a fashion piece to be worn as an over layer 
combined with jersey or knitwear. It has a button front 
closure with two large f lap pockets and 2 concealed 
side pockets. Create a more casual look by selecting 
a corduroy or for a more luxurious feel select Bliss 
in 100% cashmere. For season long winter elegance, 
choose from Sonata’s soft herringbones or from a large 
choice in the Flannel & Saxony collection.

Outerwear

SONATA
802871

ESCAPE
The Escape collection combines colour and fancy designs 
with a soft mix of wool and cashmere to create a wide 
selection of jacket fabrics intended to stand out on cold 
grey days.

Checks, glenchecks, overchecks and window pane designs, 
in a rainbow of colours all feature. Ground colours in 
camels, blues, browns and greys are combined with the 
stand-out contrasts of royal blue, mustard, red and green. 
The result is a sophisticated collection that can be the 
base of contemporary or classic jackets depending on the 
personal taste of the wearer.

Trouser

CORDUROY
501660

Jacket

ESCAPE
802911

NATURAL / JACKET & OUTERWEAR
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Outerwear

Trouser

FLANNEL 
& SAXONY 
705906

NATURAL / OUTERWEAR

FL ANNEL & SA XONY
For centuries, f lannel has been used to make clansmen’s kilts, and no wonder. Warm, comfortable and durable in the 
face of harsh Highlands weather, it’s the perfect choice. This Super 130’s worsted wool collection is available in weights 
from 290gm up to 360gm which is guaranteed to keep out the worst the winter weather can offer.

The collection opens with a colourful selection of Saxony designs that feel fresh and modern and leads into more 
traditional designs such as pin stripes, soft checks and glenchecks. The selection of plains is complete and features 
multiple shades of the essential choices, blues, greys browns alongside a wide selection of fashionable hues, camels, 
petrol blues, greens and in a selection of weights to make this collection as adaptable as possible.
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Casual Trouser

FLANNEL 
& SAXONY
705882

Outerwear

SONATA 
802876

Casual Knitted 
Trousers

WOOL 
& CASHMERE 
GREY 
MELANGE

Outerwear

CORDUROY 
501652

NATURAL /OUTERWEAR

CORDUROY
A constant favourite, due to its classic look and 
comfortable wear, Scabal’s CORDUROY collection 
returns rejuvenated this Autumn/Winter season. With 
more than 25 articles in two distinct compositions, it is 
perfect for ever-dependable trousers, jackets and suits.

The first part of this collection consists of 360gm with 
added stretch. Available in a range of sporty and classic 
shades that make it the perfect choice for an active city 
lifestyle.

The second composition is a heavier pure cotton of 380g, 
making it perfect for even the coldest day. This sturdy 
cloth is depicted in a host of more adventurous shades 
but also subtle blues, blacks and greens for the more 
understated tastes.

SONATA
Beautifully harmonious, like its name suggests, the 
Sonata collection brings colour to the dull winter months. 
Presented in a Super 100’s wool at a 320gm weight which 
makes it perfect for the colder months.

The collection falls into two parts, the first, a selection of 
herringbones in a rainbow of colours. The combination 
of different coloured yarns within the herringbone adds 
depth to the pattern and tones down the colours making 
even the brightest very wearable.

For a more understated option, choose from the second 
part of the collection, where you will see a range of 
diagonal weave hopsack fabrics ideal to create a blazer 
with a modern feel. Colours here are seasonal and muted 
designed to easily combine with a variety of options for 
adaptable wearing occasions.
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ZEUS
This is a comprehensive collection of overcoat fabrics. Wools, cashmere and a combination of both are featured 
throughout in weights ref lecting the needs to the winter season. Bold patterns and modern designs with a dash 
of sportswear complement the plain colours which are enhanced by a subtle rippled effect on some of the 100% 
cashmere options.

Casual Trouser

FLANNEL 
& SAXONY
705897

Overcoat

ZEUS
852791

NATURAL / OVERCOAT
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FESTIVAL
Salvador Dali once said “A dull outfit has never highlighted a personality” and following his ethos the new Festival 
collection has been created to let your personality shine through.

There are many layers to the collection: vibrant f luorescents open the bunch followed by a large selection of printed 
velvets, opulent jacquards, sparkling lurex and Doppione silks. Colours range from glamorous silvers and golds through 
midnight blues, deep burgundy’s and the collection closes with a selection of classic evening wear choices in the more 
subtle shades of charcoal greys, navy and black.

Jacket

FESTIVAL
853244

Trouser

FESTIVAL
853263

Jacket

FESTIVAL
853239

Trouser

FESTIVAL
853262

RED CARPET / JACKETS
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FESTIVAL
Salvador Dali once said “A dull outfit has never highlighted a personality” and following his ethos the new Festival 
collection has been created to let your personality shine through.

There are many layers to the collection: vibrant f luorescents open the bunch followed by a large selection of printed 
velvets, opulent jacquards, sparkling lurex and Doppione silks. Colours range from glamorous silvers and golds through 
midnight blues, deep burgundy’s and the collection closes with a selection of classic evening wear choices in the more 
subtle shades of charcoal greys, navy and black.

Jacket

FESTIVAL
853243

Trouser

FESTIVAL
853263

Jacket

Trouser

FESTIVAL
853265

RED CARPET / JACKETS
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FESTIVAL
Salvador Dali once said “A dull outfit has never highlighted a personality” and following his ethos the new Festival 
collection has been created to let your personality shine through.

There are many layers to the collection: vibrant f luorescents open the bunch followed by a large selection of printed 
velvets, opulent jacquards, sparkling lurex and Doppione silks. Colours range from glamorous silvers and golds through 
midnight blues, deep burgundy’s and the collection closes with a selection of classic evening wear choices in the more 
subtle shades of charcoal greys, navy and black.

Jacket

Trouser

FESTIVAL 
853265

Jacket

FESTIVAL
853238

Trouser

FESTIVAL
853263

RED CARPET / JACKETS
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RED CARPET / JACKET

FESTIVAL
Salvador Dali once said “A dull outfit has never highlighted a personality” and following his ethos the new Festival 
collection has been created to let your personality shine through.

There are many layers to the collection: vibrant f luorescents open the bunch followed by a large selection of printed 
velvets, opulent jacquards, sparkling lurex and Doppione silks. Colours range from glamorous silvers and golds through 
midnight blues, deep burgundy’s and the collection closes with a selection of classic evening wear choices in the more 
subtle shades of charcoal greys, navy and black.

Jacket

FESTIVAL 
853229

Trouser

FESTIVAL 
853263


